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Ijx. Improbable Nature of the Assumed Contact Force
 1053.	I have thus  given a  certain body of experimental
-evidence and consequent conclusions, which seem to me fitted
to assist in the elucidation of the disputed point, in addition
to the statements and arguments of the great men who have
already advanced their results and opinions in favour of the
chemical theory of excitement in the voltaic pile,, and against
that of contact.    I will conclude by adducing a further argu-
ment founded upon the, to me, unphilosophical nature of the
force to which the phenomena are, by the contact theory,
referred.
 1054.	It is assumed by the theory (790) that where two dis-
similar metals (or rather bodies) touch, the dissimilar particles
act on each other, and induce opposite states.    I do not deny
this, but on the contrary think that in many cases such an
effect takes place between contiguous particles; as for instance,
preparatory to action in common chemical phenomena, and also
preparatory to that act of chemical combination which, in the
voltaic circuit, causes the current (726, 731).
 1055.	But the contact theory assumes that these particles,
which have thus by their mutual action acquired opposite elec-
trical states, can discharge these states one to the other, and yet
remain in the state they were first in, being in every point entirely
unchanged by what has previously taken place.    It assumes
also that the particles, being by their mutual action rendered
plus and minus, can, whilst under this inductive action, dis-
charge to particles of like matter with themselves and so produce
.a current.
 1056.	This is in no respect consistent with known actions.
If in relation to chemical phenomena we take two substances,
as oxygen and hydrogen, we may conceive that two particles,
one of each, being placed together and heat applied, they induce
contrary states in their opposed surfaces, according, perhaps,
to the view of Berzelius (727), and that these states becoming
more and more exalted end at last in a mutual discharge of
the forces, the particles being ultimately found combined, and
unable to repeat the effect.    Whilst they are under induction
and before the final action comes on, they cannot spontaneously
lose that state;   but by removing the cause of the increased
inductive effect, namely the heat, the effect itself can be lowered
to its first condition.    If the acting particles, are involved in

